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REPORT OF THE JOINT STANDING COMMITTEE ON DELEGATED LEGISLATION 

IN RELATION TO  

THE ABILITY TO CONDUCT ELECTRONIC MEETINGS AND THE TRIAL OF IPADS BY 
COMMITTEE MEMBERS 

1 BACKGROUND 

1.1 On 18 October 2010 the Joint Standing Committee on Delegated Legislation 
(Committee) instructed staff to investigate the possibility of improving the 
Legislative Council DOCS Online facility1, and in particular the possibility of: 

• draft agendas having hyperlinks to other relevant documents; for example 
correspondence, internal memorandums and Advisory Officer Reports; 

• changing the order of Advisory Officer Reports so that the most recent is at 
the top of the list; 

• adding published reports to the DOCS Online facility; 

• documents being loaded in Word format rather than PDF; and 

• using descriptive titles for documents rather than the current file naming 
conventions.  

1.2 The Committee agreed that it would be beneficial if Members were involved with the 
development of the new DOCS Online facility.  Mr Andrew Waddell MLA and Hon 
Robin Chapple MLC agreed to liaise with Committee staff in relation to this matter. 

1.3 On 8 November 2010, the Committee Clerk advised the Committee that preliminary 
discussions had been held with staff from the Information Technology (IT) 
Department and that IT needed to conduct further investigations in relation to the 
above matters.   

1.4 After evaluating the DOCS Online facility it was determined that it would be a better 
option to restructure the facility rather than to try to utilise the existing format.  

                                                           

1 The Legislative Council DOCS Online facility is a Lotus Notes application which allows the staff of a 
committee to gather required documentation (such as submissions, reports, correspondence and related 
documents) to facilitate committee meetings and to provide secure access to these selected documents for 
Members of that committee. 
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1.5 During February 2011, Mr David Driscoll, Parliamentary Officer (Committees) met 
with Mr Andrew Waddell MLA and Hon Robin Chapple MLC to discuss a 
preliminary outline of the intended upgrade.  As Hon Robin Chapple MLC resigned 
from the Committee on 6 April 2011, he was not part of any further discussions. 

1.6 In early 2011 Members and staff became aware that the Department of the Premier 
and Cabinet (DPC) intended to conduct an iPad trial.  As a result, it was determined 
that rather than simply upgrade the DOCS Online facility, it would be a perfect 
opportunity to ensure that the upgrade would facilitate the ability for Members to 
conduct electronic meetings2.   

1.7 Due to other requests for programming, the IT Department were unable to commence 
work on the upgrade until April 2011.  The first version of the upgrade became 
available in July 2011.  This version allowed documents to be downloaded to a 
desktop or laptop computer; however it was not compatible with iPads. 

1.8 When downloading documents to the iPad they were stored in a facility called 
“iCloud”.3  It was determined that there were potential security issues associated with 
using “iCloud” and that it was unacceptable for Committee use as many documents 
were confidential.   

1.9 Staff conducted further research to determine whether there was an appropriate iPad 
application that stored the documents on the internal storage facility of the iPad.   

1.10 On 21 July 2011, a development site became operational and Mr Andrew Waddell 
MLA was provided with access.  All other Committee Members were provided with 
access in August 2011.   

1.11 From August 2011, Mr Andrew Waddell MLA and Ms Janine Freeman MLA utilised 
the DOCS Online facility to conduct electronic meetings.  Mr Andrew Waddell MLA 
utilised an iPad and Ms Janine Freeman MLA utilised a laptop. 

1.12 Initially the Committee asked that documents be made available in Microsoft Word 
format.  However at a subsequent meeting the Committee decided that documents 
should be provided in PDF. 

1.13 At this point documents could not be loaded directly onto the iPad, and as a 
consequence Members had to download onto a laptop and then transfer the documents 
to the iPad.  

                                                           

2  The ability to receive meeting documents in an electronic form rather than paper. 
3  iCloud is seamlessly integrated into apps on an iPhone or iPad device.  A user can access music, 

photographs, calendars, contacts, documents and more, from whatever devices are in use. 
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1.14 On 17 October 2011, the Committee resolved that at the next Committee meeting 
Members would trial the use of electronic meeting packs.  

1.15 On 16 December 2011, the upgraded DOCS Online facility progressed from the 
development site to being accessed via the Parliament of Western Australia’s extranet 
facility.  

1.16 After testing various iPad applications, Members were advised in February 2012 that 
by utilising iPad applications iDownloader and GoodReader, documents could be 
downloaded from the DOCS Online facility to the internal storage facility on the iPad. 

2 IPAD REVIEW: A COMMITTEE EXPERIENCE 

2.1 In April 2011, the Committee were provided with the opportunity of trialling iPads as 
part of the general Parliamentary iPad trial.  The Committee was the only Committee 
to be completely outfitted with iPad devices. 

2.2 Hon Sally Talbot MLC was not provided with an iPad for the trial as the iPads were 
allocated to Members prior to her being appointed to the Committee.4 

2.3 The iPads provided for the trial were 64gb 3G devices (2nd generation).  They were 
supplied with a 3G data service (Telstra) that provided a data service within Australia.  
Additionally a dedicated wifi service (externalwl) was setup within the Parliamentary 
precinct, and two iPad compatible printers were installed in each of the Parliamentary 
Chambers. 

3 EARLY EXPERIENCE 

3.1 At the time of the initial iPad rollout, Committee Members were provided with 
‘packs’ of printed documents that were often couriered to Members at their offices or 
homes a few days prior to the Committee meeting.  Limited documentation was 
provided online via the DOCS Online facility.  

3.2 Members found that it was difficult to collate all the individual documents required for 
a meeting from the online sources.  This problem was exacerbated by the fact that the 
extranet website was not compatible with the safari browser built into the iPad.  
Workarounds were attempted by Members by either scanning in the printed 
documentation or by downloading material from the extranet via a laptop computer.  

3.3 Effectively, in this phase of the trial, the system was not workable and the majority of 
Committee Members restricted themselves to iPad usage for email and web browsing. 

                                                           

4  Hon Sally Talbot MLC was appointed to the Joint Standing Committee on Delegated Legislation on 
Wednesday, 18 May 2011, Parliamentary Debates (Hansard), p3540. 
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4 ONGOING DEVELOPMENT 

4.1 Committee Members worked closely with Mr David Driscoll of the Legislative 
Council Committee Office (LCCO) to redevelop the Docs Online facility to enable 
greater use of the iPads.  As a result of this development, several changes to the 
system were implemented, notably: 

• compatibility of the system with iPads; 

• all meeting files made available via the DOCS Online facility; 

• archives opened up to allow access to previous meeting documents; and 

• an ability to download single files or all files within a single batch. 

4.2 As a consequence of these changes, the Committee resolved to default to electronic 
delivery of future packs.  This option was taken up by all but two of the Committee 
Members. 

5 ISSUES ASSOCIATED WITH THE IPAD TRIAL 

5.1 From August 2011 to February 2012, documents could not be loaded directly into the 
iPad, and as a consequence Members were downloading the documents onto a laptop 
and then re-uploading to a service such as Dropbox, with the consequential potential 
security issues associated with using a third party iCloud service. 

5.2 On some occasions, when trying to download documents for a meeting, Members and 
staff were experiencing an error message of “Agent Done”.   

5.3 Under normal circumstances, when a program runs to completion, a controlled 
message is displayed or the person is redirected to another page which indicates the 
process has finished. There are instances in the “Download” function of the LCCO 
DOCS Online facility where an “Agent Done” message is displayed rather than the 
download process finishing and the person being returned to the Committee Meetings 
page. This “Agent Done” message is a generic message which is displayed when an 
Agent (or program) finishes but there is no indication if it has finished with an error or 
it has finished correctly. Further code has to be programmed into the Download 
facility to ‘catch’ this kind of error so that the appropriate action can take place for the 
program to complete properly. 

5.4 At the time of tabling this report, all known issues that cause the above problem have 
been rectified. 

5.5 The Committee recognises that when developing a program like the DOCS Online 
facility there will need to be a refinement process and that the program may have to 
undergo further changes to reflect the needs of other committees. 
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5.6 Whilst not directly associated with the Committee’s work, there was an ongoing 
frustration during the trial with access to the local printers which were regularly out of 
order.  Additionally, the split between the internal network and the external wireless 
network made spanning the network to local printers impossible.  

6 THE DEVICE 

6.1 Members generally found the iPads comfortable to use.  Some Members purchased 
external Bluetooth keyboards to make typing on the device easier than the onscreen 
virtual keyboard.  The devices were lightweight and had excellent battery life.  The 
screen was of adequate size for reading documents, but could have benefited from 
additional resolution (a problem rectified by further revisions of the iPad recently). 

6.2 The 3G data was accessible in many remote areas and saved LCCO staff the problem 
of having to track down remote Members to deliver documents pertinent to 
forthcoming meetings.  Some Members commented on the lack of access to data when 
travelling overseas, although workarounds were generally developed using wifi in 
hotels.  

7 COST SAVINGS 

7.1 Although Committee Members were provided with iPads in April 2011, Members 
were unable to utilise them to conduct electronic meetings until August 2011.  During 
November 2011, six Members utilised their iPads to conduct three electronic 
meetings.  The approximate cost savings for each meeting was: 

• couriers: the saving was up to $325 per meeting.  This figure increases 
significantly if it is necessary to use a VIP courier service; and 

• paper and printing costs:  $19.  This figure increases if it is necessary to print 
in colour. 

7.2 A cost saving analysis on wages has not been conducted as the loading of documents 
onto the DOCS Online facility is usually done in small fragments of time.  Currently, 
staff load the meeting documents onto the DOCS Online facility and print a hard copy 
for the two Members that are not utilising the electronic meeting option. 

7.3 In 2011 the Committee met a total of 21 times representing a potential cost saving of 
up to $7,224 of taxpayers’ money.  

8 INFORMATION AND TECHNOLOGY DEPARTMENT 

8.1 On 1 May 2012, the Committee wrote to Mr John Buchanan, Information Technology 
Manager, Parliamentary Services Department seeking information on the 
improvements carried out on the DOCS Online facility.  
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8.2 In correspondence dated 3 May 2012, Mr Buchanan responded to the Committee’s 
request for information on the improvements to the DOCS Online facility. A copy of 
the letter is attached at Appendix 1. 

9 EXTENDING THE IPAD TRIAL 

9.1 On 1 May 2012, the Committee wrote to the Hon Colin Barnett MLA, Premier, 
requesting an extension to the iPad trial until the end of the 38th Parliament, at which 
time the trial could be fully assessed. 

9.2 In correspondence dated, 18 May 2012 the Premier advised he had referred the 
Committee’s request to the Director General of the Department of the Premier and 
Cabinet asking him to address the issue of extending the trial. 

9.3 On 1 May 2012, the Committee wrote to Mr Peter Conran, Director General, 
Department of the Premier and Cabinet advising him that the Committee was 
preparing a report to the Parliament in relation to its experience in using the iPads.  To 
assist it with its report, the Committee requested Mr Conran provide the Department’s 
costs in supporting this trial.  In correspondence dated, 20 June 2012 Mr Conran 
advised the Committee that the estimated costs of supporting the trial for the 
Department, was $30,000 or $2,000 per trial device5.  A copy of the letter is attached 
at Appendix 2. 

9.4 The Committee is of the view that minimal technical support was required during the 
trial period and that the cost to provide Members with an iPad would be less than 
$1,000 per unit, the cost of the unit plus the data connection.  The Committee 
recognises that iPads would need to be upgraded every two years. 

9.5 Mr Conran further advised that the trial was completed some months ago and a report6 
and discussions took place with both the Premier’s Office and the Presiding Officers 
of Parliament on the findings of the trial and that the findings and accommodation of 
the trial have been accepted by the above stakeholders.  Consequently it would not be 
appropriate to extend the trial as it is considered fully completed. 

10 CONCLUSION 

10.1 The Committee is of the view that there was insufficient time between when the Docs 
Online facility became available to conduct electronic meetings and the end of the 
iPad trial period to be able to fully assess the suitability of utilising iPads in relation to 
electronic meetings. 

                                                           

5  Letter from Mr Peter Conran, Director General, Department of the Premier and Cabinet, 20 June 2012, 
p1.   

6  Department of the Premier and Cabinet, Report on the iPad Trial for Western Australian Members of 
Parliament, dated November 2011. A copy of that report is attached at Appendix 3. 
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11 FINDINGS 

11.1 The Committee makes the following two findings. 

Finding 1:  The Committee finds that iPads are a useful tool in enabling Members to 
manage the large number of documents required to be accessed in the course of their 
work.  The iPad provides greater flexibility than a laptop and is an invaluable 
communication tool which is ideal for the day to day business of a Parliamentarian. 

 

Finding 2:  The Committee finds that the use of electronic meetings will result in 
significant cost savings to the Department of the Legislative Council and hence the tax 
payer. 

 

12 RECOMMENDATION 

12.1 The Committee makes the following recommendation. 

Recommendation 1:  The Committee recommends that the Government provide tablet 
devices to Members of Parliament to conduct electronic meetings. 

 
 

 

 

Mr Paul Miles MLA  
Chairman 

13 September 2012 
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